


LEADERSHIP challenge 

you're a 
wild one! 
Listen in as feline 

· specialist Dr. Ilona
Rodan discusses
the wild origins
of domestic
cats and how
ancient instincts
come into play
in your clients'
households at
dvm360.com
/feralfelines.

While several people 
recognized the tense expres
sion, dilated pupils, forward 
whiskers and intent gaze of 
the cat pictured above, this cat 
was also described by others as 
"comfortable;' "in a good spot" 
and "happy'.' 

If orders had been given for 
him to have blood samples 
drawn or radiographs or anoth
er form of therapy performed 
while using the latter descrip
tors, support staff members 
might have been very relaxed 
in their approach to him. That 
would have been a danger-
ous mistake. Historically, this 
patient neede4 to be sedated 

..: in order to be examined. After 
observing him entering the 
buildi1:g in his owner's arms, we 
learned that we could interact 
safely with him-as long as she 
held him. Knowing our patients 
and recording our observations 
in neutral language can help 
ensure that we make a balanced 
yet informed plan for interact' 
ing with challenging patients. 

A long history of 
clandestine behavior 
Cats draw conclusions about 
the relative safety of an experi
ence based on previous, similar 

experiences. A fearful cat will 
make itself look as small as 
possible by crouching and then 
slink away, or if the cat judges 
that running away may provoke 
a chase, it will mal<e itself look 
as large as possible by arching 
and raising the fur on its back. 
The choice will be influenced 
by what happened the last time 
the cat was in.similar circum
stances. It is no wonder then 
that early veterinary experi
ences have powerful impact. 

Cats still have three out of 
four feet firmly planted in their 
wild origins. They are unde
monstrative; they keep feelings 
to themselves and rarely tell us 
what they need, beyond asking 
for food when they're hungry. 
Cats carry the legacy of their 
primal pasts, and much of 
their behavior still reflects their 
wildest instincts. To understand 
why a cat behaves a certain way 
under any circumstances, we 
must understand where they 
came from and the influences 
that have molded them into 
who they are today. 

The way they experience the 
world around us is far different 
from the way we do. Armed 
with this knowledge, we can 
learn to interact with them in 
ways that reduce stress and 
minimize arousal. For a soli
tary, territorial, hunter sud
denly removed from his home 
range and faced with a variety 
of strangers, new odors, loud 
noises and unwanted atten-
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tion, it is no surprise that they 
react fearfully. 

The more cats, 
not necessarily 
the merrier 
Opinions differed on the cat pic
tured below. He was alternative
ly described as "happy,' "a little 
fearful;' "perturbed;' "relaxed" 
and "comfortable'.' Knowing 

how cats sleep may help doctors 
and support stall recognize 
problems at home in situations 
where cats have not formed 
social groups. Just because two 
cats have the same owner does 
not mean they are going to get 
along. Owners often ignore the 
cardinal rule of cat society: Pro
ceed with caution when meeting 
any cat that has not been part of 
your ( cat) family for as long as 
you can remember. 

Many cat owners, oblivi-
ous to this principle, blithely 
assume that when they obtain a 
second cat, the two will quickly 
become friends. One sign of 
social unrest and stress is seen in 
this cat: defensive sleep. While 
he is curled up, with his tail 
wrapped around his body, he 
seems rather relaxed. However, 
his ears are pointed forward and 

T 

Negative words in the interviews 
included dangerous, mad, likely to 
attack, bad and ticked off These are 
words that can change attitudes from 

respectful to antagonistic. 

tense, and one eye is partially opened 
but not staring intently. He is actually 
in a boarding area that he has grown 
quite accustomed to. He was sleeping 
comfortably until he heard the door 
open. While he is aware of a change in 
his environment, he hasn't changed his 
body posture to prepare to flee or fight. 

Similarly, cats that don't trust their 
cat housemates much may exhibit this 
type of sleep behavior and other prob
lems related to household stress may 
develop. Counseling clients to provide 

A. pictorial guide
to feline feelings
Scan.the QR code or visit
dvm360.com/felineterms to
see examples of �seful terms to
describe cats
and find .out 
which terms you 
snould never 
use.8gainL .. it:,,'

ample re_sources including separate 
spaces to eat, sleep, rest, escape _cind 
eliminate is crucial for reducing 
stress in these homes. Understand
ing subtle behavior cues and how to 
interpret them is key. 

Final thoughts 
We need to describe cats' emotional 
states in terms that invite the ap
propriate attitude on the part of the 
entire team'. Negative words in the 
interviews Veterinary Medicine held 
included-"dangerous;' "mad;' "likely to 
attack;' "bad" and "ticked off.' These 
are words that can change attitudes 
from respectful to antagonistic. They 
can change behavior from appropri
ate caution and gentle restraint to 
forceful even painful choices. VM 
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